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Abstract. The classical theory of Kosambi–Cartan–Chern (KCC) developed in differential geom-
etry provides a powerful method for analyzing the behaviors of dynamical systems. In the KCC
theory, the properties of a dynamical system are described in terms of five geometrical invariants,
of which the second corresponds to the so-called Jacobi stability of the system. Different from that
of the Lyapunov stability that has been studied extensively in the literature, the analysis of the
Jacobi stability has been investigated more recently using geometrical concepts and tools. It turns
out that the existing work on the Jacobi stability analysis remains theoretical and the problem of
algorithmic and symbolic treatment of Jacobi stability analysis has yet to be addressed. In this
paper, we initiate our study on the problem for a class of ODE systems of arbitrary dimension
and propose two algorithmic schemes using symbolic computation to check whether a nonlinear
dynamical system may exhibit Jacobi stability. The first scheme, based on the construction of the
complex root structure of a characteristic polynomial and on the method of quantifier elimination,
is capable of detecting the existence of the Jacobi stability of the given dynamical system. The
second algorithmic scheme exploits the method of semi-algebraic system solving and allows one to
determine conditions on the parameters for a given dynamical system to have a prescribed number
of Jacobi stable fixed points. Several examples are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithmic schemes.
Math Subject Classification (2020). 34C07; 68W30.
Keywords. Algorithmic approach; dynamical systems; Jacobi stability; KCC theory; quantifier
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1 Introduction

Differential equations are widely used in science and engineering for modeling real-world phenom-
ena of various kinds. The problem of analyzing the qualitative behaviors of systems of differential
equations is essential and has to be studied theoretically and/or practically whenever the dynam-
ical properties of the solution of the systems in question need be well understood. In this paper,
we are concerned with dynamical systems of first-order ordinary differential equations

ẋ = f(x,µ), f : Rn × Rp → Rn, (1.1)

where x = (x1, . . . , xn) are variables, µ = (µ1, . . . , µp) are real parameters, and f = (f1, . . . , fn)
are rational functions in R(x). Our study is focused on describing the local stability of equilibria
and the global stability of late-time deviations of solution trajectories. The global stability of
the solutions of the dynamical systems can be described by using the well-known stability theory
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of Lyapunov, where the fundamental quantities are the so-called Lyapunov exponents, used to
measure the exponential deviations from the given trajectory. On the other hand, the local stability
of solutions of dynamical systems is much less understood. Even though the method of Lyapunov
has been well studied, it remains interesting to extend the theory and methodology for stability
analysis of dynamical systems from different points of view and to compare the results with
those of the corresponding analysis of Lyapunov exponents. One of the approaches that offer
important new insights for stability analysis of dynamical systems is what may be called the
geometro-dynamical approach, which has been developed since Kosambi [30], Cartan [10] and
Chern [13]. The differential-geometric theory of Kosambi–Cartan–Chern (KCC) is established
from the variational equations for the deviation of the whole trajectory to nearby ones, based
on the existence of a one-to-one correspondence between a second-order dynamical system and
the geodesic equations in an associated Finsler space (see [4] for more details). The qualitative
analysis of dynamical systems in practice usually involves heavy symbolic computation. In the last
three decades, remarkable progress has been made on the research and development of symbolic
and algebraic algorithms and software tools, bringing the classical qualitative theory of differential
equations to computational approaches for symbolic analysis of the qualitative behaviors of diverse
dynamical systems (see [2, 5, 7, 11, 20, 25, 26, 29, 35, 40, 45, 47, 48], the survey article [27], and
references therein).

In this paper, we study the Jacobi stability of dynamical systems of the form (1.1) and show
how to effectively compute a partition of the parametric space of µ such that inside every open cell
of the partition, the system can have a prescribed number of Jacobi stable fixed points. The main
techniques we use are based on the KCC theory and advanced methods of polynomial and semi-
algebraic system solving with exact symbolic computation. The idea of using the KCC theory to
study the Jacobi stability of nonlinear dynamical systems is not new and a considerable amount of
work has already been done on the subject (see [4, 17, 19, 21, 22, 41, 42] and references therein).
However, the exploration of algorithmic and symbolic-computational approaches for systematical
analysis of the Jacobi stability of dynamical systems is a new direction of research in which we
are involved.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 some basic concepts and results
of the KCC theory are reviewed. Section 3 presents the main results stated as Proposition 1 and
Theorem 2: the former leads to a decision procedure for the existence of Jacobi stable fixed points
by quantifier elimination, and the latter allows one to derive necessary and sufficient conditions
for systems of the form (1.1) to have given numbers of Jacobi stable fixed points. Two algo-
rithmic schemes for Jacobi stability analysis are presented in Section 4. The effectiveness of our
computational approach is demonstrated in Section 5 with several examples including the famous
Brusselator model, the Cdc2-Cyclin B/Wee1 system and the Lorenz–Stenflo system. The paper
concludes in Section 6 with some discussions on future research.

2 KCC Theory and Jacobi Stability of Dynamical Systems

In this section, we briefly review the KCC theory and recall the basic concepts and notations that
will be used later on. Some geometric objects and useful theoretical results are presented. For
more details about the KCC theory, the reader may consult the expository article [4] and other
recent work in [17, 22, 41, 42].

Let M be a real, smooth n-dimensional manifold and let T M be its tangent bundle. On an
open connected subset Ω of the Euclidian (2n+1)-dimensional space Rn ×Rn ×R we introduce a
(2n+ 1)-dimensional coordinates system (x,y, t), where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
and t is the usual time coordinate. The coordinates y are defined as

y =

(
dx1
dt

,
dx2
dt

, . . . ,
dxn
dt

)
.

A basic assumption in the KCC theory is that the time coordinate t is an absolute invariant.
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Therefore the only admissible coordinate transformations are

t̃ = t, x̃i = x̃i(x1, x2, . . . , xn), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. (2.1)

In many situations of scientific interest the equations of motion of a dynamical system can be
derived from a Lagrangian function L : T M → R via the Euler–Lagrange equations:

d

dt

∂L

∂yi
− ∂L

∂xi
= Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (2.2)

where Fi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, is the external force. For a regular Lagrangian L, the Euler–Lagrange
equations introduced in (2.2) are equivalent to a system of second-order ordinary differential
equations

d2xi
dt2

+ 2Gi(x,y, t) = 0, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, (2.3)

where each function Gi(x,y, t) is C∞ in a neighborhood of some initial conditions (x0,y0, t0) in
Ω.

The basic idea of the KCC theory is that if an arbitrary system of second-order differential
equations of the form (2.3) is given, with no a priori Lagrangian function known, we can still
study the behavior of its trajectories by using differential geometric methods. This study can be
performed by using the close analogy with the trajectories of the standard Euler–Lagrange system.

For the non-singular coordinate transformations introduced through (2.1), we define the KCC-
covariant differential of a vector field ξi(x) on the open subset Ω as

Dξi
dt

=
dξi
dt

+N i
jξj ,

where N i
j = ∂Gi/∂yj are the coefficients of the nonlinear connection. For ξi = yi, we obtain

Dyi
dt

= N i
jyj − 2Gi = −ϵi.

The contravariant vector field ϵi on Ω is called the first KCC invariant.
We vary now the trajectories xi(t) of the system (2.3) into nearby ones according to

x̃i(t) = xi(t) + ηξi(t), (2.4)

where |η| is a small parameter, and ξi(t) are the components of a contravariant vector field defined
along the path xi(t). Substituting (2.4) into (2.3) and taking the limit η → 0 we obtain the
deviation equations in the form

d2ξi
dt2

+ 2N i
j

dξj
dt

+ 2
∂Gi

∂xj
ξj = 0. (2.5)

Equation (2.5) can be reformulated in the covariant form with the use of the KCC-covariant
differential as

D2ξi
dt2

= P i
j ξj , (2.6)

where we have denoted

P i
j = −2

∂Gi

∂xj
− 2GℓGi

jℓ + yℓ
∂N i

j

∂xℓ
+N i

ℓN
ℓ
j +

∂N i
j

∂t
, (2.7)

and we have introduced the Berwald connection Gi
jℓ, defined as

Gi
jℓ ≡

∂N i
j

∂yℓ
. (2.8)
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P i
j is called the second KCC-invariant or the deviation curvature tensor, while equation (2.6) is

called the Jacobi equation. The third, fourth and fifth KCC-invariant are called respectively the
torsion tensor, the Riemann–Christoffel curvature tensor, and the Douglas tensor are defined as

P i
jk =

1

3

(
∂P i

j

∂yk
−

∂P i
k

∂yj

)
, P i

ikℓ =
∂P i

jk

∂yℓ
, Di

jkℓ =
∂Gi

jk

∂yℓ
.

These tensors always exist in a Berwald space. In the KCC theory they describe the geometrical
properties and interpretation of a system of second-order differential equations (see [17, 41, 42]
and references therein).

For many physical, chemical or biological applications one is interested in the behaviors of
the trajectories of the dynamical system (2.3) in a vicinity of a point xi(t0). For simplicity in
the following we take t0 = 0. We consider the trajectories xi = xi(t) of (2.3) as curves in the
Euclidean space (Rn, ⟨·, ·⟩), where ⟨·, ·⟩ represents the canonical inner product of Rn, and suppose
that the deviation vector ξ satisfies ξ(0) = O ∈ Rn, ξ̇(0) = W ̸= O; here, O is the null vector.

For any two vectors X,Y ∈ Rn we define an adapted inner product ⟨⟨·, ·⟩⟩ to the deviation
tensor ξ by ⟨⟨X,Y ⟩⟩ := 1/⟨W,W ⟩ · ⟨X,Y ⟩. We also have ||W ||2 := ⟨⟨W,W ⟩⟩ = 1. Thus, the
focusing tendency of the trajectories around t0 = 0 can be described as follows.

• bunching together if ||ξ(t)|| < t2, namely, if and only if the real part of the eigenvalues of
P i
j (0) are strictly negative.

• disperses if ||ξ(t)|| > t2, namely, if and only if the real part of the eigenvalues of P i
j (0) are

strictly positive.

Based on the above considerations we introduce the rigorous definition of the concept of Jacobi
stability for a dynamical system as follows:

Definition 1. If the system (2.3) of differential equations satisfies the initial conditions ||xi(t0)−
x̃i(t0)|| = 0, ||ẋi(t0) − ˙̃xi(t0)|| ≠ 0, with respect to the norm || · || induced by a positive-definite
inner product, then the trajectories of (2.3) are Jacobi stable if and only if the real part of the
eigenvalues of the deviation curvature tensor P i

j are strictly negative everywhere. Otherwise, the
trajectories are Jacobi unstable.

More detailed discussions of the KCC theory, including applications, can be found in [4, 17, 21, 22].

3 Theoretical Results on the Jacobi Stability

In this section, we present our main results on the Jacobi stability of system (1.1). The following
lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a fixed point of system (1.1) to be Jacobi
stable. Its proof can be found in Appendix A.

Lemma 1. Let x̄ = (x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄n) be an isolated fixed point of system (1.1). Denoted by J(x̄,µ)
the Jacobian matrix of system (1.1) evaluated at the fixed point x̄. Then x̄ is Jacobi stable if and
only if all the eigenvalues of the matrix J2(x̄,µ) have negative real parts.

The following result is an immediate consequence of [22, Theorem 2], which shows that only
even-dimensional first-order dynamical systems can exhibit Jacobi stability.

Theorem 1. If n = 2j+1, j ∈ N, then the fixed point x̄ of system (1.1) is always Jacobi unstable.
If n = 2j, then x̄ is Jacobi stable if and only if system (1.1) satisfies the following two conditions:

(a) all eigenvalues of the characteristic polynomial of Jacobian matrix J(x̄,µ) are complex con-
jugate, i.e., λj := αj + iβj, λ̄j := αj − iβj, j = 1, . . . , n/2;

(b) for any j = 1, . . . , n/2, we have α2
j − β2

j < 0.
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Proof. The result follows directly from [22, Theorem 2]. Here we only present the proof for the
case n = 2j + 1 odd, more detailed arguments can be found in [22, Section 4.2]. In fact, for
odd-dimensional first-order dynamical systems of the form (1.1). The resulting characteristic
polynomial of the Jacobian matrix J(x̄,µ) has at least one real root. It follows from [22, Lemma
2] that the matrix J2(x̄,µ) has at least one real positive root. That is, the fixed point x̄ is Jacobi
unstable.

Remark 1. In practice, the results established in Theorem 1 are not suitable for application to
real-world differential models. The main reason is that the root structure analysis of the charac-
teristic polynomial of J(x̄,µ) is very difficult, especially for parametric dynamical systems with
higher dimensions. In this paper, we provide a systematic approach for analyzing the existence of
Jacobi stability of dynamical systems by using the method of quantifier elimination automatically
(see Proposition 1). We also remark that for special systems of ODEs of the form (1.1), one may
reduce an odd-dimensional first-order dynamical system to certain set of second-order differential
equations; in such case an odd-dimensional first-order dynamical system could exhibit Jacobi stabil-
ity without knowing the information on the matrix J(x̄,µ), see [18, 19, 21, 28, 31] and references
therein.

Our main question, relevant to the algorithmic aspects of Jacobi stability, then arises: under
what conditions does a dynamical system of the form (1.1) have a prescribed number of Jacobi
stable fixed points? In the following we provide two algorithmic schemes to answer the question
by means of symbolic and algebraic computation.

The first scheme addresses the existence of Jacobi stable fixed points, i.e., the problem of
determining the conditions on the parameters µ for a system of the form (1.1) to have at least one
Jacobi stable fixed point. The next result is based on Theorem 1, which provides an algorithmic
approach for testing Jacobi stability by quantifier elimination (QE). The proof is detailed in
Appendix B.

Proposition 1. The problem of detecting the existence of Jacobi stable fixed points of a 2m-
dimensional dynamical system (1.1) can be formulated into the following QE problem

∃b1 · · · ∃bm∃c1 · · · ∃cm∃x̄[(
2m∧
i=1

fi,1(x̄,µ) = 0

) ∧(
2m∧
i=1

fi,2(x̄,µ) ̸= 0

)
∧ m∧

j=1

aj(x̄,µ)− aj(b1, . . . , bm; c1, . . . , cm) = 0

 ∧ m∧
j=1

2cj − b2j > 0

],
(3.1)

where fi,1(x̄,µ) and fi,2(x̄,µ) are respectively the numerator and denominator of the function
fi(x̄,µ) in (1.1).

Remark 2. By Tarski theory, the QE problem of the first-order theory is solvable over the real
field [46]. In other words, for any formula constructed from polynomial equations and inequal-
ities over the real field by logical connectives (i.e., ∧ (and), ∨ (or), ¬ ) and quantifiers (i.e.,
∀, ∃), one can find a quantifier-free equivalence to the given formula. The first practical al-
gorithm for QE is Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD), which is proposed by Collins in
1975 [14]. Following up his work, numerous improvements have been made since then (only list
a few [3, 9, 12, 23, 24, 36]) and several softwares are implemented, such as QEPCAD B [8] (an
improvement of QEPCAD [15]), functions Resolve and Reduce in Mathematica (routines in Math-
ematica as described in [44]), package REDLOG in REDUCE (which are implemented on the basis
of the methods of CAD [14, 15] and virtual term substitution [49, 50]), and the Maple package
RegularChains (developed by Maza and his coworkers).

Our second algorithmic scheme is devoted to providing necessary and sufficient conditions on
µ for systems of the form (1.1) to have given numbers of Jacobi stable fixed points. According to
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Lemma 1, we need to determine whether all the eigenvalues of J2(x̄,µ) have negative real parts.
This can be done by using the stability criterion of Routh–Hurwitz [32, 37]. Let

p̄(λ) = λn + ā1(x̄,µ)λ
n−1 + · · ·+ ān(x̄,µ) (3.2)

be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix J2(x̄,µ). The Routh–Hurwitz criterion reduces the
problem of determining the negative signs of the real parts of the eigenvalues of J2 to the problem
of determining the signs of certain coefficients ai of p̄(λ) and the signs of certain determinants ∆j

of matrices with ai or 0 as entries.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for p̄(λ) to have all solutions such that Re(λ) < 0 can

be written as

ān > 0, ∆1 = ā1 > 0, ∆2 =

∣∣∣∣ā1 ā3
1 ā2

∣∣∣∣ > 0,

∆3 =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ā1 ā3 ā5
1 ā2 ā4
0 ā1 ā3

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > 0, . . . ,

∆j =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ā1 ā3 · · · · · ·
1 ā2 ā4 · · ·
0 ā1 ā3 · · ·
0 1 ā2 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · āj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
> 0, . . . ,

(3.3)

for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here ∆1, . . . ,∆n are known as the Hurwitz determinants of p̄(λ).
The following result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a given system of the form

(1.1) to have a prescribed number of Jacobi stable fixed points.

Theorem 2. For a general n-dimensional dynamical system of the form (1.1), the system has
exactly k Jacobi stable fixed points if and only if the following semi-algebraic system

f1,1(x̄,µ) = f2,1(x̄,µ) = · · · = fn,1(x̄,µ) = 0,
fi,2(x̄,µ) ̸= 0, i = 1, . . . , n,
ān(x̄,µ) > 0, ∆j(x̄,µ) > 0, j = 1, . . . , n

(3.4)

has exactly k distinct real solutions with respect to the variable x̄, where µ = (µ1, . . . , µp) are
parameters appearing in (1.1).

Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 1 and Routh–Hurwitz criterion.

Remark 3. In our approach, we do not explicitly compute the fixed points, nor the corresponding
eigenvalues of p̄(λ). By Theorem 2, the problem of Jacobi stability analysis is reduced to that
of solving a semi-algebraic system (namely (3.4)). Theorem 2 provides a straightforward compu-
tational method to verify whether a given differential system has a prescribed number of Jacobi
stable fixed points. Its main task is to find conditions on the parameters µ for system (3.4) to
have exactly k distinct real solutions. In next section, we will give a systematic approach for solv-
ing semi-algebraic systems and analyzing Jacobi stability of dynamical systems by using symbolic
computation methods automatically.

4 Algorithmic Analysis of the Jacobi Stability

Based on the theoretical results established in Section 3, we present our algorithmic tests Jacobi
Test I and Jacobi Test II. Given an input dynamical system of the form (1.1), these algorithmic
tests verify its Jacobi stability by using QE formula (3.1) and solving semi-algebraic system (3.4),
respectively. In so doing, the first test is applicable only to verify the existence of Jacobi stable
fixed points. The second test admits one to determine conditions on the parameters such that the
given system has a prescribed number of Jacobi stable fixed points.
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4.1 Jacobi Test I

The process of using the first algorithmic test for analyzing the existence of Jacobi stability of a
given dynamical system can be divided into three parts.

Part 1: Compute the Jacobian matrix J(x̄,µ) of a given dynamical system of the form (1.1)
and write the characteristic polynomial p(λ) of J .

Part 2: Formulate a QE problem using (3.1).
Part 3: Solve the problem by QE tools.
It is well known that real quantifier elimination can be carried out algorithmically due to the

ground-breaking works of Tarski [46], Collins [14], and others. See [3, 9, 12, 23, 24, 36] for further
references. Thus, in principle, the above problem in Part 3 can be carried out automatically using
quantifier elimination algorithms. However, the computational requirement is so huge that the
automatic synthesis is practically impossible with current real quantifier elimination.

We remark that the problem of detecting the existence of Jabobi stability of a given dynamical
system, i.e., the quantifier elimination problem (see (3.1)) may be formulated as the problem of
determining the conditions on the parameters µ for the following semi-algebraic system

f1,1(x̄,µ) = f2,1(x̄,µ) = · · · = f2m,1(x̄,µ) = 0,
fi,2(x̄,µ) ̸= 0, i = 1, . . . , 2m,
aj(x̄,µ)− aj(b1, . . . , bm; c1, . . . , cm) = 0,
2cj − b2j > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m

(4.1)

to have at least one real solution. The general approach for solving such semi-algebraic systems
is explained in detail in [38, 48] and it is based on the methods of real solution classification [52]
and discriminant varieties [33].

In view of the above remark, in the algorithmic analysis of Jacobi stability, our attention will
be focused on the algorithmic steps for solving semi-algebraic systems (see details in Section 4.2).

4.2 Jacobi Test II

Our purpose is to derive conditions on the parameters for systems of the form (1.1) to have
given numbers of Jacobi stability fixed points. In what follows we present a general algorithmic
approach for automatically analyzing Theorem 2 by using methods from symbolic computation.
This approach is based on the one for studying Lyapunov stability of biological systems proposed
by Wang, Xia and Niu [38, 48]. The main steps of our computational approach are summarized
as follows.

STEP 1. Formulate the semi-algebraic system (3.4) from a dynamical system of the form
(1.1). Denote by S the semi-algebraic system for solving, Ψ the set of inequalities of S, F the set
of polynomials in Ψ, and P the set of polynomials in the equations of S.

STEP 2. Triangularize the set P of polynomials to obtain one or several (regular) triangular
sets Tk by using the method of triangular decomposition or Gröbner bases.

STEP 3. For each triangular set Tk, use the polynomial set F to compute an algebraic variety
V in µ by means of real solution classification (e.g., Yang–Xia’s method [51, 52] or Lazard–
Rouillier’s method [33]), which decomposes the parameter space Rp into finitely many cells such
that in each cell the number of real zeros of Tk and the signs of polynomials in F at these real
zeros remain invariant. The algebraic variety is defined by polynomials in µ. Then take a rational
sample point from each cell by using the method of PCAD or critical points [16], and isolate the
real zeros of Tk by rational intervals at this sample point. In this way, the number of real zeros of
Tk and the signs of polynomials in F at these real zeros in each cell are determined.

STEP 4. Determine the signs of (the factors of) the defining polynomials of V at each sample
point. Formulate the conditions on µ according to the signs of these defining polynomials at the
sample points in those cells in which the system S has exactly the number of real solutions we
want.
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STEP 5. Output the conditions on the parameter µ such that the dynamical system has a
prescribed number of Jacobi stable fixed points.

Remark 4. There are several software packages which can be used to realize the algorithmic steps
in our approach. For example, the method of discriminant varieties of Lazard and Rouillier [33]
(implemented as a Maple package DV by Moroz and Rouillier), and the Maple package DISCOV-
ERER (see also recent improvements in the Maple package RegularChains[SemiAlgebraicSetTools]),
developed by Xia, implements the methods of Yang and Xia [52] for real solution classification. In
Section 5, we will present several examples to demonstrate the applicability and the computational
efficiency of our general algorithmic approach.

5 Examples and Experiments

In this section, we explain how to apply the algorithmic tests to study Jacobi stability of dynam-
ical systems and illustrate some of the computational steps by a famous Brusselator model. In
addition, using our computational approach, we also analyze Jacobi stability of the Cdc2-Cyclin
B/Wee1 system and the Lorenz–Stenflo system. The experimental results show the applicability
and efficiency of our algorithmic approach. All the experiments were made in Maple 17 on a
Windows 10 laptop with 4 CPUs 2.9GHz and 8192M RAM.

5.1 Illustrative Example: The Brusselator

The Brusselator is a simple biological system proposed by Prigogine and Lefever in 1968 [39]. The
chemical reactions are:

A
k1−→X,

B +X
k2−→Y +D,

2X + Y
k3−→ 3X,

X
k4−→E,

(5.1)

where the ki’s are rate constants, and the reactant concentrations of A and B are kept constant.
Then, the law of mass action leads to the following dynamical system:

dx

dt
= 1− (b+ 1)x+ ax2y,

dy

dt
= bx− ax2y,

(5.2)

where x and y correspond to the concentrations of X and Y , respectively, and a, and b are positive
constants.

Here we use algorithmic tests to study the Jacobi stability of the Brusselator model. The
experimental results show as well the applicability and efficiency of our algorithmic approach.
The fixed point of (5.2) satisfies the following algebraic system:

{f1 = 1− (b+ 1)x+ ax2y = 0,

f2 = bx− ax2y = 0, a > 0, b > 0}.
(5.3)

Simple computations show that the Jacobian evaluated at the fixed point x̄ = (x, y) is given by

J(x̄) =

(
2 axy − b− 1 ax2

−2 axy + b −ax2

)
, (5.4)

and hence the characteristic polynomials of J(x̄) and J2(x̄) can be written as

p(λ) = λ2 + a1(x̄)λ+ a2(x̄),

p̄(λ) = λ2 + ā1(x̄)λ+ ā2(x̄),
(5.5)
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where

a1(x̄) = ax2 − 2 axy + b+ 1,

ā1(x̄) = −a2x4 + 4a2x3y − 4a2x2y2 − 2abx2

+ 4abxy + 4axy − b2 − 2b− 1,

a2(x̄) = ax2, ā2(x̄) = a2x4.

Jacobi Test I: Using Proposition 1, we obtain the following QE problem

∃b1∃c1∃x̄[
f1 = 1− (b+ 1)x+ ax2y = 0,

f2 = bx− ax2y = 0,

a1(x̄)− b1 = ax2 − 2 axy + b+ 1− b1 = 0,

a2(x̄)− c1 = ax2 − c1 = 0,

a > 0, b > 0, 2c1 − b21 > 0
]
.

(5.6)

Using the Maple package RegularChains[SemiAlgebraicSetTools] to the above system, we obtain
an equivalent quantifier-free formula R0 = (a−b)2−2 b+1 < 0. Thus we have the following result
on the Jacobi stability of the Brusselator model.

Theorem 3. The Brusselator model (5.2) has at least one Jacobi stable fixed point if R0 =
(a− b)2 − 2 b+ 1 < 0.

Jacobi Test II: Using Theorem 2, we obtain the following semi-algebraic system, which can be
used for analyzing whether the Brusselator model (5.2) has a prescribed number of Jacobi stable
fixed points:

S :


f1 = 1− (b+ 1)x+ ax2y = 0,
f2 = bx− ax2y = 0,
ā1(x̄) > 0, ā2(x̄) > 0, a > 0, b > 0.

(5.7)

Solving the semi-algebraic system S by means of symbolic computation presented in Section 4.2,
we obtain that system S has exactly one real solution if and only if R0 = (a − b)2 − 2 b + 1 < 0;
system S has no real solution if and only if R0 > 0.

From the above analyses, we have the following result on the Jacobi stability of the Brusselator
model.

Theorem 4. The Brusselator model (5.2) has exactly one or no Jacobi stable fixed point if and
only if R0 = (a− b)2 − 2 b+ 1 < 0 or R0 > 0.

Theorem 4 is consistent with the result in [4, Section 3.3]. In Figure 1 (see Appendix C), we
provide partitions of the parameter set {(a, b) | a, b > 0} of (5.2) for distinct numbers of Jacobi
stable fixed points.

5.2 Other Models and Remarks

5.2.1 The Cdc2-Cyclin B/Wee1 System

The aim of this subsection is to study the Jabobi stability of the Cdc2-cyclin B/Wee1 system.
We refer to [1] for the setting details of this example. Under certain assumptions, the system of
differential equations that model the two-component, mutually inhibitory feed-back loop is reduced
to the following form

dx

dt
= α1(1− x)− β1x(υy)

γ1

k1 + (υy)γ1
,

dy

dt
= α2(1− y)− β2yx

γ2

k2 + xγ2
,

(5.8)
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where α1, α2, β1,β2 are rate constants, k1, k2 are Michaelis constants, γ1, γ2 are Hill coefficients,
and υ is a coefficient that reflects the strength of the influence of Wee1 on Cdc2-cyclin B. For
easy reference and comparison, we take some of the parameter values for the biological constants
suggested in [1]:

α1 = α2 = 1, β1 = 200, β2 = 10, k1 = 30, υ = 24.

Then system (5.8) becomes

dx

dt
= 1− x− 200

x (24 y)γ1

30 + (24 y)γ1
,

dy

dt
= 1− y − 10

yxγ2

k2 + xγ2
.

(5.9)

Here we summarize our computational results for γ1, γ2 ∈ {1, 2}, report some of our experi-
ments with comparisons for the proposed two algorithmic tests of Jacobi stability analysis, and
provide timing statistics in table form to show the performance of the two schemes.

Theorem 5. The following statements hold for the Cdc2-cyclin B/Wee1 system (5.9).
Case 1: γ1 = γ2 = 1. System (5.9) has no Jacobi stable fixed point.
Case 2: γ1 = 1, γ2 = 2. System (5.9) has at least one Jacobi stable fixed point if R1 < 0 by

Jacobi Test I; and has exactly one Jacobi stable fixed point if and only if R1 < 0 by Jacobi Test
II.

Case 3: γ1 = 2, γ2 = 1. Application of Jacobi Test I shows that system (5.9) has at least
one Jacobi stable fixed point if one of the following two conditions

C1 = [R2 < 0, R3 < 0, R4 ≤ 0, R5 ≤ 0],

C2 = [0 < R2, R3 < 0, R4 ≤ 0, R5 ≤ 0, R6 ≤ 0]

holds. Application of Jacobi Test II shows that system (5.9) has exactly one or two Jacobi stable
fixed points if and only if R7 < 0 or the condition

C3 = [R8 < 0, 0 < R9, 0 ≤ R10]

holds.
Case 4: γ1 = γ2 = 2. The Jacobi Test I cannot detect the existence of Jacobi stable fixed

point in a reasonably short time! Application of Jacobi Test II shows that system (5.9) has
exactly one or two Jacobi stable fixed points if and only if R11 < 0 or the condition

C4 = [0 ≤ R12, 0 < R13, R14 ≤ 0, R15 ≤ 0, R16 ≤ 0]

holds.

Theorem 5 can be proved by using calculations and arguments similar to those for the proof of
Theorem 4. The detailed proof is omitted here. The explicit expressions of Ri are put in Appendix
D. The results in Table 1 show the difference of computational times using the two algorithmic
tests. The times marked in blue and red denote the entire computations of Jacobi Test II for
system (5.9) to have exactly one and two Jacobi stable fixed points, respectively.

Remark 5. From Table 1, one can see that the Jacobi Test I can be applied to stability analysis
only for dynamical systems involving a few (say, less than 4) parameters and variables. The Jacobi
Test II is expected to have a better performance for systems of higher dimension.

5.2.2 The Lorenz–Stenflo System

In order to save space, the details of our results on the Jacobi stability of the Lorenz–Stenflo
system are placed in Appendix E.

10



Table 1: Computational times (in seconds) of the Jacobi Test I/II for system (5.9).

Cases Jacobi Test I Jacobi Test II
1 0.009 0.020
2 0.329 0.141
3 37.203 0.156/1.547
4 – 0.203/51.156

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper and for the first time, the problem of the Jacobi stability analysis is tackled algorith-
mically for an important class of systems of ODEs of arbitrary dimension. We reduce the problems
of detecting the existence and analyzing the numbers of Jacobi stable fixed points of dynamical
systems to algebraic problems, and propose two algorithmic schemes to verify Jacobi stability
of dynamical systems by using methods of symbolic computation. The results of experiments
performed demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithmic tests.

Our work also indicates that algebraic methods for Jacobi stability analysis are feasible only
for systems of small or moderate size. For large systems, one may try model reduction methods
(see, e.g., [6]) to reduce them to small ones. It would be interesting to employ our algorithmic
schemes for analyzing the Jacobi stability of dynamical systems from different domains of science
and engineering. The involved symbolic computation may easily become too heavy and intractable
as the number and degree of equations and the number of system parameters increase. How to
simplify and optimize the steps of symbolic computation in current algorithmic analysis of the
Jacobi stability is a nontrivial question that remains for further investigation.

As noted in Remark 1, one may reduce a dynamical system of the form (1.1) to a set of second-
order differential equations as (2.3) and study the Jacobi stability of the reduced system without
information about the matrix J(x̄,µ) (see [18, 19, 21, 28, 31] and references therein). How to
combine differential elimination theory and other techniques to automate the model reduction
process for Jacobi stability analysis and how to develop practical software tools to detect the
Jacobi stability of dynamical systems are some of the standing questions for our research.
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A Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. The proof can be done by using the ideas from [22, Section 4]. It should be noted that our
fixed point here has arbitrariness and is not limited to the origin.

By taking the derivative of system (1.1) with respect to the time parameter t, we obtain

d2x1
dt2

= f11(x,µ)y1 + f12(x,µ)y2 + · · ·+ f1n(x,µ)yn,

d2x2
dt2

= f21(x,µ)y1 + f22(x,µ)y2 + · · ·+ f2n(x,µ)yn,

...
d2xn
dt2

= fn1(x,µ)y1 + fn2(x,µ)y2 + · · ·+ fnn(x,µ)yn,

where

fij =
∂fi(x,µ)

∂xj
, yi =

dxi
dt

, i, j = 1, . . . , n. (A.1)

The system can be written as

d2xi
dt2

−
n∑

k=1

fik(x,µ)yk = 0, i = 1, . . . , n. (A.2)

By comparing equations (A.2) and (2.3) we find

Gi = −1

2

n∑
k=1

fik(x,µ)yk = −1

2
J(x,µ)yT , i = 1, . . . , n, (A.3)

where J(x,µ) is the Jacobian matrix of system (1.1) evaluated at the point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn).
A direct computation shows that the coefficients of the nonlinear connection N i

j in (2.4) are
the following:

N i
j =

∂Gi

∂yj
= −1

2
fij(x,µ), i, j = 1, . . . , n, (A.4)

and hence

Gi
jℓ =

∂N i
j

∂yℓ
= 0.

Then, for the components of the deviation curvature tensor (P i
j ), given by (2.7), we have

P i
j = −2

∂Gi

∂xj
+ yℓ

∂N i
j

∂xℓ
+N i

ℓN
ℓ
j . (A.5)

Then, with the use of (A.3) and (A.4) we obtain

P i
j =

1

2

n∑
ℓ=1

fijℓ(x,µ)yℓ +
1

4

n∑
ℓ=1

fiℓ(x,µ)fℓj(x,µ), (A.6)

where

fijℓ =
∂fij(x,µ)

∂xℓ
, ℓ = 1, . . . , n.

Evaluating P i
j at the fixed point x̄ = (x̄1, x̄2, . . . , x̄n) we obtain

P = (P i
j )
∣∣
x=x̄

=
1

4

n∑
ℓ=1

fiℓ(x,µ)fℓj(x,µ)
∣∣
x=x̄

=
1

4
J2(x̄,µ). (A.7)

According to Definition 1, we complete the proof of Lemma 1.
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B Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. As indicated by Theorem 1, we assume that n = 2m for some m ∈ N≥0. The characteristic
polynomials p(λ) of the matrix J(x̄,µ) can be written as

p(λ) = λ2m + a1(x̄,µ)λ
2m−1 + · · ·+ a2m(x̄,µ). (B.1)

Then all eigenvalues of p are complex conjugates if and only if there exist bj , cj for j = 1, . . . ,m
such that

p(λ) =
m∏
j=1

(λ2 + bjλ+ cj), (B.2)

where
b2j − 4cj < 0. (B.3)

Taking the expansion of (B.2) and comparing its coefficients in terms of λ with those in (B.1), we
may get a series of constraints on bj , cj which can be simply written as

ai(x̄,µ) = ai(b1, . . . , bm; c1, . . . , cm), i = 1, . . . , 2m.

We further assume that αj ± βji are the conjugate roots of λ2 + bjλ+ cj = 0. More explicitly,
we have αj = −bj/2 and βj =

√
4cj − b2j/2. The substitution of the two relations into α2

j < β2
j

immediately yields
2cj − b2j > 0. (B.4)

Obviously, the condition (B.3) is implied by the condition (B.4) and thus we can omit it. Collecting
all the constraints on bj ’s and cj ’s and using Theorem 1, we formulate the desired QE problem
(3.1).

C Figure in Section 5.1

Figure 1: In the dark-gray and light-gray regions, system (5.2) has one and zero Jacobi stable
fixed point, respectively. The blue curve is defined by R0 = 0.
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D List of Expressions

The expressions of Ri in Theorem 5 are listed below:

R1 = 70125304508199817427241 k42 + 2829746914856987864074 k32 + 3361232488971186326 k22

− 32526719864490606 k2 + 98410095984901,

R2 = 34129852019334120275001 k62 + 18955466201762993305416 k52 + 2079190417275568260115 k42

+ 11545127440608096320 k32 − 3094243064633242585 k22

− 15298201362610744 k2 + 1392902183498461,

R3 = 2547433055974362750136440827901 k102 + 2549462537607706690564021423110 k92

− 11268940034759448427530866055 k82 + 1771067395411006049507787720 k72

+ 28244030137459182635195610 k62 − 460293255845386666548348 k52

+ 9100321029103822970810 k42 + 297199449630260016520 k32 + 3645502337110575145 k22

+ 33660749290927910 k2 + 169273934903501,

R4 = 530232127206073089345217425321878979119696099835597928551671071 k222

+ 3097568644611971444018698881173599447265615683575058548497331842 k212

+ 7631912584419224736955284085076914218830918666122263171845545206 k202

+ 10243812154818022698633706855579005484350933865146851778358261390 k192

+ 8031685712664902128506558699613174184490713998578705437363239640 k182

+ 3608244453515524749277956778611111417229843502952863578657903764 k172

+ 794764359535314512081976864785139140055413494553824640783948368 k162

+ 20894102919957803979386118708497568327087562923158615870530244 k152

− 20077675696091265474887792731401874508822528862130335446054430 k142

− 2067712427622846475879664020713131922381294277091986666630480 k132

− 65182044845510285735335621012309574274177334661692302436484 k122

+ 339635340361378887076606248053764520769182382620977531152 k112

+ 61405280215488767442278117538451501738536091865851055396 k102

+ 1006294203795016137037000243498516131331383390064323220 k92

− 5868935702170245109981453893271152154490719243964880 k82

− 249498164636329157855776482316565392957953809477476 k72

− 441175185347076290754389665091550246937940606057 k62

+ 20236868784347726647226088401625126982040617134 k52

+ 34188215606113191165438934804508226389357790 k42

− 827990633410769468615972272531952966688510 k32

+ 765121082185867033046840058962291876076 k22

+ 9150532230210533587885936821516051192 k2

− 19157158958607356689340105603878224,

R5 = 171111729271577451816916278294023637020390895326107388729132780846012918718939 k272

+ 694058399451306261725309490847033737870051270843334752981725680436287342684503 k262

+ 1178406123343676406775701066834141331856286513708627226487776933169942187601614 k252

+ 1086184492602659587435877292825091909193535934090024046781151680622987684675950 k242
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+ 587600286465267683565422314814858949846965420943287191504340073072926730345075 k232

+ 187696389921620346825367529671357600840225909847866759826485985846683732081095 k222

+ 33823176214705151036374071791646083386183863063515016771850659515433885581640 k212

+ 3168705954369816312044412433038541646244389993413871636586762301879685990920 k202

+ 157719645153763614429585162767144417550947668046726238941183420945850858550 k192

+ 3769263391289015682652935646237578780964143127713243504313067099864625550 k182

+ 7781326543536335811696740024439763284918812524206846106330927985634740 k172

− 1598865380914933222287901070755314927309638217057705929494690264998220 k162

− 23611093059604333942073745159899456397702641168899437844647628990210 k152

+ 288400340225816957967706406166422339125773748570149231817259494950 k142

+ 8865162354955973036833080016831068975429805232497336344341656200 k132

+ 8794551486034664260013873978797003612014468390045028510532040 k122

− 1185022490305343092089409689922446690952051454865289257511345 k112

− 5256101291995032544599277175058425930712185071813464946885 k102

+ 70122573819275858453538672368351623032523271094492805550 k92

+ 376338742984691754801480051134092494791792064666753550 k82

− 1316760022331698962634453099334594874797705155466705 k72

− 5505495750662436547862196117124969486088681961485 k62

+ 12555177418738885902467941529691860825870238720 k52

+ 176520205866143202283905174900805862536243200 k42

− 452038623179439358955980730065952248012800 k32

− 7697216805222090220411113153159403585536 k22

+ 40208114346381897524553294486239920128 k2

− 55345609604109527952398613254209536,

R6 = 81642460060267214759804220641838072236440477070626195418905470941083810292

968891926695412098418661614396677 k382 + 8554635236181774812542851023404692010353

26559787375208717798398612512610786885957329777463166218670134955276 k372

+ 3983641059892053868666048940241816372115146946526079749133366450143983

685297060685693336628187138977843033906 k362 + 10800832180677194445434

724051260565272028480117454678208524352048697677786324047502700362425

134606637901537722 k352 + 1861184424818983364552609410428706085020953133599176487624

1082756250300325354610515100540322258263356151997505 k342

+ 20433219326868882410780315108683964803514605147560796603099

666960191437685382973750542489268548722637925121484 k332

+ 123524551562823807446935732021017843529952711743119791073497

91543296837005788395904967344802498607798633008012 k322

− 356101639163494904584678366530439864197827361569527075087357

243781376483717571284745517388141968801812783988 k312
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− 855543478581650557041675445854581230608181181114250639100152

7367734013486422526195433784627330007312637521441 k302

− 899222656124848590440998290217688465615415933561620143035182

6589832463923763737244565570616466046466833094970 k292

− 5362253387151727844716297094276345745694747840673658995214942

893996067262880667596698680266828343090862736438 k282

− 2084650284124464232269542587051075098782422361393046736570330

946837060600316911112345284280063910005147443474 k272

− 5331186684717390027527068690154122600161764949994032388574100

35854388192435988534341897013194737657112671079 k262

− 8453694258057299776118305307451377084831268341676793629271372

2116878332568965543856244123775004196411212808 k252

− 6832224634463696713909292711018776602397712379428983203235633

498268994424148297257149070938223468138371800 k242

− 1938698684014866374138286765755589817275141011508321565502230

6295942470918376178704099463133702974373880 k232

+ 3886404714525680478436476571495300346854580041596559106229896

1597227201888316054385408091911381863843985 k222

+ 2533430342443214931359132995183224473626578615631268777381320

014363643942113962722417855508768218263010 k212

+ 2484480242851330232419560223316541759307083508048277092384835

0211452828654708528020847014839342105970 k202

− 3370307994157824138333596609165421189387369016903926676615333

127742776429068021038429191536970118650 k192

− 1210646592339666898297814541413731201419562890540753143608669

28452459009344751647623530714108466405 k182

+ 6557212592303017019650067531434746769647057465109753392750866

81671233076399250667462463825361260 k172

+ 1033195891630950864197923771406472172773858002506365960972264

35022173723223610566637649700158860 k162

+ 1152618011724133911131881076353189139469520873389337311237604

192111173479008723495933626296620 k152

− 3296723261054974680220771950938953745369576124275012552208643

8769811313475606078899676568675 k142

− 7372432584851908452930560658218590879869355542842571780616650

35527027726071680214565012358 k132 + 29427693514925808523437035512

81367259799855177020979617678647821431517603375098235588246 k122

+ 1652780329250025351870433200157445055533587654470086460801313

55093078973901132224565826 k112 + 18320840656707481535820667046029

1251465034441890044122232924617989283481554825270987 k102
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− 1892889107498379215759699674801737136844658974642339207583950

3842752551576918808720 k92 − 2944866600091607446117968503796855809

3063224064235059464395246348212593734580416 k82 + 1320191920665524

107087294583146812989293475967326750339296236044198729718390912 k72

− 3068662117758780868064943909747958466085273140693944425723674

92524770613138 k62 − 507716429982515482349455037867512887213746622

11413983115410601506547565166 k52 + 140218391155856183217676031924

298597312950491398447790358188744468264380 k42 + 56431135009290372

6722954096659542967326729422312749562519733968190672 k32 − 32453573

45340865168544329892341383787825462690287868803341183598144 k22

+ 4672541551069989116041573841580968722813107076376215392621660576 k2

− 1145363252306785173851064975145467934264549208846368468611648,

R7 = 34129852019334120275001 k62 + 18955466201762993305416 k52

+ 2079190417275568260115 k42 + 11545127440608096320 k32

− 3094243064633242585 k22 − 15298201362610744 k2 + 1392902183498461,

R8 = 74878248801 k42 + 75073646804 k32 − 325811394 k22 − 35967996 k2 + 491401,

R9 = 34129852019334120275001 k62 + 18955466201762993305416 k52

+ 2079190417275568260115 k42 + 11545127440608096320 k32

− 3094243064633242585 k22 − 15298201362610744 k2 + 1392902183498461,

R10 = 514959115623141851336003033444651672162268192381 k132

+ 117109671411481100316406909482175799959340582595 k122

− 18340125718418870324370612366298647132416682954 k112

+ 366527529613459370771331193768602701751101450 k102

− 379955788713767745549920982715959250364501965 k92

+ 21889673872367143957751295631807636649008877 k82

+ 341871929691167075836381668283836930880020 k72

− 51724631573689868994658484974779627274708 k62

+ 1173833924252340563250903096402567527075 k52

+ 5250100448198199403687806473352176285 k42

− 648976539257362445568036079320186954 k32

+ 11661228914135151280020506988360650 k22

− 92712858325208352861180603850579 k2

+ 289072187996578736260607421875.

R11 = 1078794467013971763259359619128104601 k62 + 4190789390543288

52718339349023527216 k52 + 33396015289931023560113178292575115 k42

+ 51109179326295655736130695620320 k32 + 2612847963967947253253

6013415 k22 + 5418875034949417696457856 k2 + 533709272401908912261,

R12 = 47192996838389807416746580659 k42 − 20966587660735653205580364 k32

− 658192566458176776046 k22 + 563983250276411636 k2 − 400954223341,
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R13 = 1078794467013971763259359619128104601 k62 + 41907893905432

8852718339349023527216 k52 + 33396015289931023560113178292575115 k42

+ 51109179326295655736130695620320 k32 + 261284796396794725325360

13415 k22 + 5418875034949417696457856 k2 + 533709272401908912261,

R14 = 648918481217371346882003704556042428115795163 k72 − 120695

20134716704004714952557737875934559559 k62 + 4418216183863088669

646708188024293824411 k52 − 225642379665655687012727484781439055 k42

− 94217435382044199079650160444215 k32 + 123328823049113171017254

37603 k22 − 202932195376509203593919 k2 + 2141281744336142451,

R15 = 14056083607991138241973991322676251462172878957848237991

3553898385129889746029544845326003185723 k162 + 2487625815782812

35354806794696673165631650960435230785210418714255826514104406

22889919214839006 k152 − 155897796352570630306233247711593095023

6049804018682712620839206639305264934164189345916714152 k142 +

33048677661362277534579674865020142536299750624126833610998614

687308501888978076461728818466 k132 − 3048362047040274113781939

99924518110797455949109123936691399056447996404599640181367954

976 k122 + 1066718616203081609059336541064799313529528292309053

117793766851288330417409309962131390 k112 − 32299540207717384207897

6177113703107750469071212584166178363676248683954792172388064 k102

− 4571663446818831633613643989738970986766239848463453468645

90653471179878132193934 k92 + 927944105023302105425959038081905

53340860402362044666722444639156785683061142 k82 + 301760908371

49661510853942896789833165111854613937461288783334854353093578 k72

− 1211204553937845261047331963454850242156244631992369887070

486269112584 k62 − 157293712612208298921791399071661576835299

6009193827408523506011306 k52 − 10549702522586887516038904142

925745391047495992912539169946232 k42 + 274332540684284987959

35202777461547303123585416897513398426 k32 + 1460770671064342

8657527700471030908560741272471074704 k22 − 1510216620258154

60184527833765062030321382907626 k2 + 68022059837701619029533623932680489962439,

R16 = 46443086472084477153537655823845850437972818518257003503456

394063472690608258502194893271995676780497161204331247203 k192

− 52158170657966182914162844526727943938490389931550890626039

6478645497829435537399388053538565860982068438876535183 k182

+ 3201257950756916754465804315535444189774519741953603309022

201006215501288979507505209223781587857597403874816759 k172

− 1927995411081746058973956781918474223027984128328479003815

127959362776009883822706578699596916599521844783923 k162

− 2268356906763940471268547817632435582187593709272285523121
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16167860486647589829033930636118167091647211276 k152

+ 53584393800503414261090476532734443550844345600599565076920

6857989232214394382033462855395684493550124 k142

− 19443976348590594703350908603230305113809875060581048140581

6912862013245444213168220275974741047724 k132

+ 28992180967930349314441595446461339819791158773334326427838

411845390402370921204656323963954252 k122 − 28394928847

94291756669617736291488403000782829994786262524426867742351

17861143059182535614 k112 − 5773592163286104238291604956032

91354259491139120371012380026364185450663400998521016538 k102

+ 9947593079915175208553037303126970657054478671877805850024376

7986765129498109929514 k92 − 8535714135086335438265639803987

202183206550314600701159128643417292433587490274 k82 + 418329857

38467958747560692134980030626881692592356322830329320

5262311495252 k72 − 1261829187607242551912965107896606397635

3591963391247363619554648675284 k62 + 1908800964866068184886

43179802191139907804565129923180626416053652 k52 − 176042942

0526840061516849181898454180692596708492743946208532 k42

+ 3261775682688532894456623956405746916790234221598965267 k32

− 4220059061286457391465143087604107072714470954991 k22

− 82934020944978298855798955351132208803593 k2

+ 301375413724781100070065356301069789.

E The Lorenz–Stenflo System

In 1996, Stenflo [43] derived a system to describe the evolution of finite amplitude acoustic gravity
waves in a rotating atmosphere. This system is rather simple and reduces to the well-known
Lorenz system [34] when the parameter associated with the flow rotation is set to zero. The
Lorenz–Stenflo (L–S) system is described by

ẋ = a(y − x) + dw,

ẏ = cx− y − xz,

ż = −bz + xy,

ẇ = −x− aw,

(E.1)

where a, b, c, d are real parameters; a, c, d are the Prandtl, the Rayleigh, and the rotation numbers
respectively, and b is a geometric parameter.

Here we provide some explicit conditions for system (E.1) to have Jacobi stable fixed points
by using the Jacobi Test II. The main result is stated as follows.

Theorem 6. The L–S system (E.1) has two Jacobi stable fixed points if one of the following three
conditions

C1 = [c = 26, d = 3/2] ∧ [b < 0, a < 0, 0 < T1, 0 < T2],

C2 = [c = 26, d = 3/2] ∧ [0 < b, a < 0, 0 < T1, T2 < 0],

C3 = [b = 7/10, d = 3/2] ∧ [a < 0, 0 < T3, 0 < T4]

holds.
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Theorem 6 can be proved by using similar calculations and arguments to the proof of Theorem
4. The detailed proof is omitted here. The explicit expressions of Ti are the following:

T1 = 64 a15 + 128 a13b2 + 64 a11b4 + 192 a14 − 8000 a13b− 1344 a12b2 − 8000 a11b3

− 1536 a10b4 + 608 a13 − 16000 a12b+ 178848 a11b2 + 73600 a10b3 + 21824 a9b4

+ 1088 a12 − 12320 a11b+ 198176 a10b2 − 1097920 a9b3 − 6720 a8b4 + 1760 a11

− 59840 a10b+ 21296 a9b2 + 201984 a8b3 + 32448 a7b4 + 2352 a10 + 768 a9b

+ 585312 a8b2 + 69504 a7b3 − 9504 a6b4 + 1776 a9 − 53952 a8b− 394512 a7b2

+ 110016 a6b3 − 432 a5b4 + 2736 a8 − 39600 a7b+ 399888 a6b2 + 15984 a5b3

− 3888 a4b4 − 684 a7 + 25056 a6b− 34992 a5b2 − 39744 a4b3 − 324 a3b4 + 2916 a6

− 86724 a5b− 41796 a4b2 − 972 a3b3 + 648 a2b4 − 3618 a5 + 36504 a4b+ 3402 a3b2

+ 1944 a2b3 + 3564 a4 − 35154 a3b− 486 a2b2 − 4212 a3 − 2268 a2b

+ 1215 ab2 + 2673 a2 + 2430 ab− 1944 a+ 729,

T2 = 1024 a25b+ 2048 a23b3 + 1024 a21b5 − 102400 a25 − 46080 a24b− 332800 a23b2

− 119808 a22b3 − 230400 a21b4 − 73728 a20b5 − 409600 a24 + 10800640 a23b+ 7833600 a22b2

+ 18090496 a21b3 + 9676800 a20b4 + 3507200 a19b5 − 1734656 a23 + 37417984 a22b

− 424120832 a21b2 − 312825344 a20b3 − 386302976 a19b4 − 95136768 a18b5

− 4225024 a22 + 100739072 a21b− 1135625216 a20b2 + 7420781312 a19b3

+ 4588603392 a18b4 + 1110275584 a17b5 − 9981952 a21 + 224365824 a20b

− 1114916352 a19b2 + 10749888512 a18b3 − 55741947392 a17b4 − 421719552 a16b5

− 17460224 a20 + 308750848 a19b− 4281228288 a18b2 − 2329730048 a17b3

+ 12866933760 a16b4 + 2085397248 a15b5 − 27503616 a19 + 573111552 a18b

− 1304512512 a17b2 + 34330615296 a16b3 − 18127017216 a15b4 − 631109376 a14b5

− 37567488 a18 + 307343232 a17b− 4333292544 a16b2 − 26064317184 a15b3

+ 8521984512 a14b4 + 829949184 a13b5 − 37366272 a17 + 899697024 a16b

− 2002513536 a15b2 + 27555901056 a14b3 − 7730560512 a13b4 − 343115136 a12b5

− 46872576 a16 − 213326784 a15b− 489215232 a14b2 − 9876429504 a13b3

− 95095296 a12b4 + 154484928 a11b5 − 12517632 a15 + 963038592 a14b− 944495424 a13b2

+ 2960556480 a12b3 + 6986295360 a11b4 − 45748800 a10b5 − 42667776 a14

− 531171648 a13b− 793224576 a12b2 + 314807904 a11b3 + 301242240 a10b4

− 190022112 a9b5 + 41326848 a13 + 426272544 a12b+ 1781828928 a11b2

+ 137505600 a10b3 − 559563552 a9b4 + 2807136 a8b5 − 50917248 a12

+ 21117024 a11b− 1688884992 a10b2 + 2420528832 a9b3 − 815033664 a8b4

+ 5252688 a7b5 + 86220288 a11 − 414950688 a10b+ 760757184 a9b2

− 1845485856 a8b3 − 195352560 a7b4 + 21216816 a6b5 − 74929536 a10

+ 479471076 a9b− 53887680 a8b2 − 353537784 a7b3 + 228217824 a6b4

+ 4137804 a5b5 + 94700016 a9 − 537666660 a8b− 252085284 a7b2

+ 315240012 a6b3 + 31589028 a5b4 − 4181544 a4b5 − 78708672 a8

+ 193912542 a7b− 195062904 a6b2 + 20483442 a5b3 − 21327624 a4b4

− 314928 a3b5 + 64857672 a7 − 120451212 a6b+ 150889878 a5b2
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− 8752374 a4b3 − 1154736 a3b4 + 209952 a2b5 − 47046744 a6 − 32866236 a5b

+ 44203644 a4b2 − 5045409 a3b3 + 629856 a2b4 + 23304672 a5 + 16697745 a4b

− 21454470 a3b2 − 551124 a2b3 − 11311164 a4 + 9789012 a3b− 1915812 a2b2

+ 393660 ab3 + 2283228 a3 − 2696571 a2b+ 787320 ab2 + 866052 a2

− 866052 ab− 236196 a+ 236196 b.

T3 = 160000 a15 + 480000 a14 − 560000 a13c+ 2236800 a13 − 1198400 a12c

+ 352800 a11c2 + 4232000 a12 − 1954400 a11c+ 501760 a10c2 − 54880 a9c3

+ 7428816 a11 − 5674256 a10c+ 172088 a9c2 + 14456512 a10 − 2222640 a9c

+ 1505280 a8c2 + 9533088 a9 − 9355752 a8c− 623868 a7c2 + 24279072 a8

− 2295720 a7c+ 1128960 a6c2 + 6212880 a7 − 5944428 a6c− 132300 a5c2

+ 21012912 a6 − 4093740 a5c+ 5641812 a5 − 949914 a4c+ 9875412 a4

− 2835000 a3c+ 4799979 a3 + 4174092 a2 + 880875 a+ 1822500,

T4 = 102400000 a25c− 120320000 a25 + 445440000 a24c− 304640000 a23c2

− 535040000 a24 + 2584832000 a23c− 1232896000 a22c2 + 338688000 a21c3

− 2854553600 a23 + 7597952000 a22c− 4368268800 a21c2 + 1096345600 a20c3

− 162444800 a19c4 − 8232422400 a22 + 21222730240 a21c− 10897295360 a20c2

+ 1866045440 a19c3 − 328401920 a18c4 + 30732800 a17c5 − 23273663232 a21

+ 45899996416 a20c− 19264251776 a19c2 + 5598612992 a18c3 − 106028160 a17c4

− 49983813632 a20 + 83374773504 a19c− 41432491520 a18c2 + 3739328768 a17c3

− 1082672640 a16c4 + 18439680 a15c5 − 96326281728 a19 + 149143164544 a18c

− 37381367744 a17c2 + 12369205632 a16c3 + 255323712 a15c4 − 167647532032 a18

+ 173787017856 a17c− 91354190592 a16c2 + 1789062912 a15c3 − 1157748480 a14c4

+ 13829760 a13c5 − 227425725312 a17 + 312896469312 a16c− 28797599040 a15c2

+ 17772822144 a14c3 + 137606112 a13c4 − 362506999296 a16 + 180192326976 a15c

− 132395042304 a14c2 − 4868809344 a13c3 − 598631040 a12c4 − 304400165184 a15

+ 467753832864 a14c+ 7232649984 a13c2 + 18692868096 a12c3 + 118688976 a11c4

− 561297799296 a14 + 42548531040 a13c− 129109365504 a12c2 − 7775853120 a11c3

− 284497920 a10c4 − 182374282944 a13 + 504294917040 a12c+ 21884278248 a11c2

+ 11333685888 a10c3 + 33339600 a9c4 − 663683825664 a12 − 79178271120 a11c

− 75280562784 a10c2 − 2945887056 a9c3 + 58961684592 a11 + 358509021624 a10c

+ 1343542788 a9c2 + 2332152648 a8c3 − 595091251008 a10 − 46680515784 a9c

− 16888045104 a8c2 + 514382400 a7c3 + 170623493928 a9 + 136412319996 a8c

− 11093173560 a7c2 − 377823441168 a8 + 23152074804 a7c+ 1877169168 a6c2

+ 111499520652 a7 + 15649706898 a6c− 4208444100 a5c2 − 164481701004 a6

+ 21640434984 a5c− 459270000 a4c2 + 43753552839 a5 + 1566740556 a4c

− 60554338344 a4 + 2447253000 a3c+ 22319203239 a3 + 2755620000 a2c

− 22575718656 a2 + 8040505500 a− 4133430000.
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